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poetries & politics
my class collaborated with students of various other departments
to design posters for an exhibition as part of a big colloquium
event. we took student curated political poetry and created posters
that displayed the original poem and its english translation.

art in a state of mobility
i created a poster for a panel discussion about “art in a state
of mobility (and exile)” held in conjunction with a gallery show
at mason gross. this topic is in response to discussions of the
current situation regarding masses of people migrating across
borders around the globe.

art in a state of mobility
the typograpy i made for this panel was used as the basis for
the show's theme. it was used on the gallery's promotional
materials and as a wall sign.

rabbit-hole.online
rabbit-hole.online is an interconnected image search gallery.
found while looking for nothing, curated to almost say something.
google reverse image search, html, css

alliance for israel’s future
i created an identity system and website as a freelancer for a
non-profit organization based in manhattan/israel.

Jessica Weisser

Jessica Weisser

notart
a book about marcel duchamp’s fountain for a show with a
theme of “revolution”. i designed the contents of the book to reflect what fountain represented, without including any depictions
of the sculpture itself. the images in the book are both photographs i took and images i researched and chose online. they
are juxtaposed with quotes from various artists about what art is.

Modernism and Globalization
Research Group

From Good
Neighbors to
Countercultures

HARRIS FEINSOD
Assistant Professor of English
and Comparative Literature
Northwestern University
This talk, drawn from Feinsod's new book, charts a history of relations
among poets in the US and Latin America, spanning from the Good
Neighbor diplomacy of the 1930s through the Cold War cultural
policies of the 1960s. Connecting works by Bishop, de Burgos,
Cardenal, Ginsberg, Hughes, Lezama, Neruda, Olson, Paz, Padilla,
Stevens, Walcott, Williams, and others, Feinsod reveals how poets
of many nations imagined the contradictory ideal of a "poetry of the

Thursday, February 15, 2018
4:30p.m.-6:00p.m.
Reception to follow
Rutgers Academic Building, Room 6051
15 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, NJ

Americas," which linked multiple cultures, even as it reflected the
inequities of the inter-American political system.
Harris Feinsod is the author of The Poetry of the Americas: From
Good Neighbors to Countercultures (Oxford, 2017), and the cotranslator (with Rachel Galvin) of Decals: Complete Early Poems of
Oliverio Girondo (Open Letter Books, forthcoming). His essays have
appeared in American Literary History, American Quarterly, Centro,
Modernism/modernity, and n+1. He is assistant professor of
English and Comparative Literature at Northwestern University.

center for cultural analysis
event about the poetry connecting the u.s. and central america
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WED. 10/25/17
1:10PM – 4:10PM

Mary Hunter joined the faculty at McGill in 2008
after completing her PhD at University College
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London. She specializes in nineteenth-century
French art and visual culture, and teaches
classes on modern and contemporary art. Her
research projects and publications examine:
the relationship between art and medicine; the
role of contemporary and historical art and
material culture in hospitals; theories of time;
the competing claims to truth made by different
media, formal practices and discourses; the
formation of identities and how they pertain
to sexuality, gender, race, sickness and health;
the relationship between popular, artistic and
scientific spectacles; the politics of looking; and
the phenomenology of waiting.

Rutgers Academic Building
West Wing, Room 6051
15 Seminary Place
New Brunswick, NJ
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center for cultural analysis
event about artistic interpretations of medical history and analysis

Fri. 2/2/18

A NEW
AESTHETIC
EDUCATION:
Learning to Love
Strangeness

10:30 -1:00

State of the Art:
Race and the Early
Modern World
Kim Hall
Department of English, Barnard College

A conversation about
the future of the
Humanities in research
and in action

Eating the Other: Race, Sugar and
Labor in the Early Modern Caribbean
The distinction between proper enjoyment of the world’s bounty and luxurious

DORIS SOMMER

excess that undergirds early modern food discourses is central to examining
England’s creations of slave societies in the early modern Caribbean. Hall’s
paper examines the role of food writing in creating white mastery in the early

Harvard University

Doris Sommer is Ira and Jewell

Massive migrations and multicultural settings strain our paradigms of

Williams Professor of Romance

patriotism and rationality to the breaking point. Political impasses are the

Languages and Literatures and

new normal, worldwide. Friedrich Schiller’s advice to opponents during

of African and African American

the Reign of Terror in France was to sidestep conflict with surprisin

Studies at Harvard University.

moves called art. The Enlightenment that he learned from Kant and hoped

modern world and now.

Jennifer Morgan
Department of Social and Cultural Analysis and Department of History, NYU

She is the author of Foundational Fictions: The

to ground in everyday creative practices—a new culture that generates

National Romances of Latin America (1991);

surprise and a taste for novelty—is ever more urgent. Meanwhile, we have

Proceed with Caution when Engaged by

also inherited Herder’s dismissal of Kant’s cosmopolitanism, his preference

Minority Literature (1999); Bilingual Aesthetics:

for no-nonsense blood and earth nationalism. May the innate human

A New Sentimental Education (2004); and,

faculty to play, Schiller’s Spieltrieb, energize our personal and collective

most recently, of The Work of Art in the World:

creations to stimulate a new sensibility, sturdy and flexible enough t

Calculating Intimacies: Race, Gender,
and Fungibilities in the Early Modern
English Atlantic World

Civic Agency and Public Humanities (2014).

reinvent democratic multi-cultures!

A paper on the relationship between emerging seventeenth century economic
formations and the language and practice of hereditary racial slavery. Morgan
examines the connections between markets and human chattel as they took
form in the Atlantic world.

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 29, 2018
5:00PM–7:00PM
THE ZIMMERLI MUSEUM, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
71 HAMILTON STREET, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ

Sponsored by Offic of the Associate
Vice Chancellor for Research in
the Humanities and Arts

Academic Building 6050
15 Seminary Place
New Brunswick, NJ

center for cultural analysis
event posters and materials from my internship with rutgers cca.

untitled installation
an animation based on the experience of searching for
something and finding very unexpected results. random
curated image collection. this study didn’t go as planned but
sparked my interest in image ecognition software, which lead
me to my later project rabbit-hole

star map
data spreadsheet about stars mapped as an image using p5.js

what’s a woman’s worth?
we were asked to make an infographic using a given set of
data that pertained to “the 10 most populous countries in the
world” with not other deignated subject. my design is meant to
offer all this information in a way that allows for easy comparison
and provokes ideas about women’s equity on a global scale.
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mathematica exhibit
an identity created for an exhibition focused around the
beauty of math and all the ways it intersects with art. the
exhibition really existed, but this identity was created as
part of a class assignment.

NEW YORK HALL OF SCIENCE

MATHEMATICA
SEP. 30, 2017–FEB. 26, 2018
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MATHEMATICA
SEP. 30, 2017–FEB. 26, 2018
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mathematica exhibit
invitation

mathematica exhibit
exhibit wall

shopkeep
shopkeep is a mobile app for women wary of buying clothing
online. as many individuals have experienced, sizes can
vary drastically especially from country to country so it can
be hard to select a proper fit. this app prompts you to input
your various measurements and compares them with those
provided by the manufacturers, offering a rough estimate on
how a particular article of clothing might fit when it arrives.

inferno
my thesis installation was an abstract look into my online
history and past experiences. this is the culmination of a
wide range of spiritual research outlined by classic themes
present in art history, combined with my personal history and
experiences.
the resulting installation became a site-specific web-based
experience of 7 handcrafted realms.

